NOVEMBER 27, 2020 – FRIDAY 5 pm CST
Sale Schedule:

Nov. 24, Tuesday – Cattle available for viewing
at sale site in Dixon, IL. Prior to this cattle will be
available for viewing at Paulsen Cattle in Preston, IA.

Nov. 27, Friday –
Meal served at 3pm and auction begins at 5pm.
(find SALE TERMS on inside back cover)

Location and Directions:

Humphrey Family Sale Facility
1556 Red Brick Road | Dixon, Illinois 61021
From Interstate 88 go North on Rte 26 to stop light.
Take a right and go to the next stop sign. At stop sign
take right onto Rte 52. Go 2 miles to Red Brick Road
and turn left – the sale facility is on your right.

Hotels:

Comfort Inn – Dixon, IL 815-284-0500
Super 8 – Dixon, IL 815-284-1800

Industry Reps & consultants:

Cody Lowderman, Auctioneer 309-313-2171
Shane Ryan, Ring Man 309-371-7490
Tom Rooney, Midwest Marketer 515-491-6025
Kent Jaecke, Special Assignment 405-408-2440
Caden Curoe, Consultant 563-542-8889
Blake Bloomberg, Consultant 309-368-3648
Buddy Robertson, Consultant 580-747-7000
John Peterson, Consultant 402-873-2224
Ryan Dunklau, Consultant 402-369-2025
Craig Steck, Consultant 319-530-8790
Joe Seale, Consultant 936-201-8272
Devon Olson, Consultant 309-714-1509
Charlie Wilson, Consultant 563-219-0318
Matt Owen, Consultant 417-830-8180
Raymond Gonnet, Consultant 712-249-2009

Sale HostS:

Campbell Land and Cattle
Jamie and Jackie Campbell
928 W.W. Railroad Road
Sycamore, PA 15364
724-263-0955 Jamie Campbell
724-986-0634 Darrin Lyle
www.CampbellLandAndCattle.com

Sale Manager:

Dwyer Cattle Services
309-337-1404 Bob Dwyer
309-337-6404 Nick Dwyer
www.DwyerCattle.com

the Campbell family

Paulsen Cattle
Jeff and Carmen with Kinnick and Copeland
6098 425th Ave.
Preston, IA 52069
563-212-9944 Jeff Paulsen
563-542-8889 Caden Curoe
www.PaulsenCattle.com

2020… Well with as many expletives as I would like to use to describe this

year, I am also thankful I took some time to really think about the good
that came from it. First off, the success of all our customers was second
to none. We racked up more Top Fives and Grand and Reserves this past
year than ever before – including Supremes at two Junior Nationals,
Reserve Supremes at two Junior Nationals, Grands and Reserve Grands at
Ft. Worth, Denver, and Kansas City, & a countless number of champions
at the major jackpot level. We had both All Iowa Champions this year in
the female and steer rings, as well as Kinnick having a great showing with
Reserve Supreme Heifer at the Iowa State Fair & World Beef Expo and
Champion Limmy Female in Kansas City.
Yet the most exciting news we have to share this year is the expected
addition to our family – and extremely close to sale time! The boys,
Carmen, and I could not be more thrilled to add a new little one into this
family circus! Although Cope says ‘not so much’ if it’s a girl – LOL!
The more I think about the extra time we got to spend together this year
because of the pandemic, the more I realize that it is possible for good
things to come from dire and desperate situations. Staying positive is
something we all need to remember and dwell less on the plethora of
negativity in the world. Focus on the positives, and let’s all count our
blessings daily.
To all of the producers of this extraordinary set of heifers – and especially
to our incredible partners, Jamie and Jackie Campbell – thank you!!
This set is as deep as any that we have ever assembled across the board in
every breed. There is definitely something here for everyone! If you are back
as a returning customer, we want you to know that we truly appreciate
your friendships – and if you are new to us, we can’t wait to work with you!
God bless you for surviving 2020… and here’s to 2021!

the Paulsen family

Sincerely,
Jeff Paulsen and the Divas & Donors Partnership

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Campbell Land and Cattle

Reg # 3770631
March 8

SIRE | Quantum Leap
DAM | KLS Diamond W516

Quantum Leap x KLS Diamond W516. End of footnote. Okay, okay –
I’ll indulge a bit. A Lot 01 with the three P’s. Purple Packed Pedigree.
Quantum Leap is one hot sire right now with countless high dollar
progeny selling from coast to coast and countless champions in the
ring. Diamond herself was a dominant champion during her show
career and since has produced numerous champions, AI sires, and high
rent progeny. This particular diva is exactly what you would expect
from their potent mating. It starts with her elephant sized feet and
killer angles. So impressive on the go. Her balance and build from the
side coupled with her power and poise is jaw dropping. This female is
so complete and so exciting when you start thinking of all the mating
options when she’s done racking up the PURPLE and ready to show
you the GREEN!!

Diamond – Dam of Lot 01

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Campbell Land and Cattle

Reg # 3748515
March 4

SIRE | Pay the Price
DAM | JS Black Satin 9B (Boots)

The level JS Black Satin (Boots) played at during her show career
campaigned by the Bloomberg family was unprecedented. The only
thing the Triple Crown champion has done even more impressively
than her dominance in the show ring is her nonstop production of
champions and 5 figure progeny! Boots, in just a short time, has sold
multiple champions in the $30k+ range out of a variety of sires with
many grabbing piles of purple. This Pay The Price female is one of the
best yet. So complete on the stand with plenty of look and balance, yet
still stout and maternal in her design. If you are serious about finding
a top end purebred show heifer with elite future donor potential, your
search is over. Lot 02 is ready!
“Boots” – Dam of Lot 02
National Champion / Triple Crown Winner

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Everharts

Reg # 3795473
March 4

SIRE | Relentless
DAM | EVERHART’S FOXY (Broker)

When I’m out hunting what I consider to be the top end of the
nation’s elite show heifer prospects, to me the first impression is huge!
Something about one that grabs your attention from the get go – and
then as time goes on, you still can’t stop looking. Sounds like the kind
you take home to meet mom!! This gorgeous black baldy Relentless
female hit me hard when I first laid eyes on her, and she continues
to make me gawk every time I see her. Backed by a potent Broker
donor, killer looks aren’t her only merit. Incredible athleticism and
ample shape and body accentuate her attractiveness and eye appeal.
I’ll say it folks – she’s one Big Time purebred female! See her in Dixon.
You won’t waste a trip!

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Urban and Olson

Reg # 3778352
March 29

SIRE | Quantum Leap
DAM | JBSF Proud Mary

So many things to say and stories to tell about the Proud Mary donor
and her rise to stardom. But one thing is certain – she has already
flexed her genetic muscle and proven that she can flat out make ‘em!
Just in the Quantum Leap mating alone, she has written her own
chapter on success both in the ring and in dollars generated. “Spot”
(as she’s known on the farm) shows us why Mary is here to stay! Her
overall power & mass combined with impeccable feet & legs and a
very maternal design is just so hard to not zero in on – give her your
vote! Just flat good and backed by a pile of predictable stacked genetics.
Better get your butt to Dixon on Black Friday!!
JBSF Proud Mary – Dam of Lot 04

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Bailey and Delaney

Reg # 3795011
January 26

SIRE | Profit
DAM | Bailey’s Ms Dreamy 946W

Dreams. We all have them. Some big. Some small. Some realistic.
Some not. And some you probably shouldn’t tell mom about, but that’s
for another time lol! Now, how about these Dreamy’s! We have not
1, not 2, but 3 of these bad girls – and my oh my, does this January
Profit x Bailey’s Ms Dreamy get your heart a racin! I’m not sure you
could make one with much more wow factor and presence. She’s been a
favorite of many visitors at the farm and rightfully so. She’s got that
big awesome built back leg with a killer square hip and wide pin set.
Her perfect silhouette and big time stare at me striking good looks
demand your attention, and she’s sure to carry that right on into the
show ring. Want icing on your cake?! She’s a full sister to the 2018
Grand Purebred Female at Junior Nationals. Go ahead. Tell me why
your hand ain’t up on this one!!

Full Sister to Lots 05 and 07
Grand Champion Purebred Female – 2018 Junior Nationals

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Bailey

Reg # 3795010
April 16

SIRE | Hammertime
DAM | Bailey’s Ms Dreamy 946W

Ever since Molly Ringwald in the Breakfast Club – you’ve had to
appreciate a fiery redhead! The second of our trio of Dreamy daughters
comes to us from the popular Hammertime bull shown to Reserve
Grand honors in Denver by Jones. A red brockle faced stunner. This
little lady came to the group late, but she has recently exploded onto
the scene and made it known that Red is here to play! She’s the kind
that’s just hard to put holes in – so square and wide from behind with
a long flat muscle pattern. Square hocked, big footed, and floats on the
move. Her neck sets high on her shoulder with no chest and a super
attractive throat latch. She has just the perfect amount of white on her
head and tail switch to set her off and have you realizing that maybe
you don’t need to buy all that black dye this year. Red, black, blue, or
green – this one will deliver purple!

Bailey’s Ms Dreamy – Dam of Lots 05, 06 and 07

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Urban and Olson

Reg # 3778353
May 19

SIRE | Profit
DAM | Baileys Ms Dreamy 946W

“Nobody puts baby in a corner!” Okay, easy there Johnny, you can
Dirty Dance wherever you want, but for now let’s talk about the “baby”
of these Dreamy’s. And no, no one puts her in the corner – she’s a
stunner! This streak faced little lady is definitely not taking a back seat
to her sisters, or anyone else for that matter. It doesn’t matter where
you dissect her physically; she is checking boxes with a sharpie and
asking, “What’s next?!” Structure and presence with plenty of punch
and jet black hair. An absolute killer on the move! These Dreamy’s
are truly elite cattle backed by a time tested proven donor – and we’re
giving you 3 chances to take advantage of this special opportunity.
Don’t let this pass you by!

Maternal Sister to Lots 05, 06 and 07
Dreamy daughter that sold for $55k in our 2013 sale

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Richie

Reg # 3795347
April 2

SIRE | Relentless
DAM | (Steel Force x Hoya Saxa)

The biggest problem I had with this animal was trying to decide which
of the 30 wicked pictures she took in 2 minutes that I would use for
the catalog. Her cool marked baldy face lies primarily on her show side,
so of course she set up perfectly on the opposite!! Regardless of head
pigmentation, she’s a stunner!! Out of the Mercy donor and back to
the great Hoya Saxa, who just recently produced the reigning Grand
Purebred Female in Kansas City that sold here last year as Lot 03! If
her picture doesn’t do it for ya – just wait til her video hits. She’s like
a puma on the prowl. Huge flexible paws with a freak neck and head
that demands your attention. The amount of wow factor in this girl is
endless. She most definitely is a stone cold stunner!

Miss Hoya Saxa – Grand Dam of Lot 08

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Clark

Reg # 3794714
March 16

SIRE | On the Mark
DAM | (Broker x Flirt A-way)

We take a lot of pride in not only selling the nation’s elite females, but
especially in selling the nation’s elite females that have been produced
by our past Divas & Donors Elite sale highlights. This On The Mark
female is just that – a full faced baldy female raised by the Clark family
out of their full sister to JS Black Satin 9B (Boots). This elegant lady is
cool marked and good looking with plenty of meat and potatoes to her
body mass and power. She’s so good at the ground and blends everything together in a nice, moderate package that will excel both on the
tanbark and in the donor pen. It’s females like this that can start your
own success story!

Purebred Simmental
Bred by Hanold

Reg # pending
April 21

SIRE | Distinction
DAM | (Hammer x Driver)

All the goods in one stop! Like a first date at Dave and Busters! Now
you just gotta bank on not screwing it up. Don’t worry – with one this
good, you can’t mess up! You’re on your own with the date though lol!
Lot 10 is sired by our favorite female maker ever, Distinction. And
with females like this, it’s pretty easy to see why. So many positives in
these cattle – big bellies, great feet and legs, and functional in their
skeleton with added look and hair. Ethan sent me a few snaps when
this one was just a baby, and we knew we had to have her for Divas &
Donors. Added bonus?! She is little kid tame with a great disposition.
You won’t miss this one in Dixon.
Distinction – Sire of Lot 10

50% Simmental
Bred by Campbell Land and Cattle

Reg # 3770630
March 17

SIRE | Style
DAM | KLS Diamond W516

Like the ‘85 Bears defense, this one is real tough to poke holes in.
Now I’m sure Jamie would have preferred I referenced his Steelers, but
sorry – I’m Ditka til death! I look at this lady and wish we had a 100.
Talk about one gorgeous cow herd that would be. Clean joints and a
flexible running gear with awesome rib shape and design. Beautiful
necked and flat shouldered with great hair. She’s the kind that everyone asks about, and is just plain tough to pick on. A perfect marked
face and backed by the immortal Style and once again the dominant in
every way Diamond donor! No guess work on this draft choice folks.
Raise your hands, and you’ll never regret it!
Diamond – Dam of Lot 11

50% Simmental
Bred by Campbell Land and Cattle

Reg # 3770628
February 22

SIRE | Style
DAM | Harkers Darling (Uprising)

A few short years ago, this female’s dam topped our Divas & Donors
Elite sale, and then went on to amass multiple championships for
Karlee Griswold. In her first set of ET’s, she has knocked it out of the
park. A daughter by Primo was a high seller on our Divas of the Fall
sale earlier this year, and we saved back this special Style daughter just
for Divas & Donors. The Darling donor is putting out striking good
looks and attractiveness while not sacrificing product or body. This
youngster is no exception. She takes all her dam has been consistently
doing and couples it with near perfect angles and flexibility. We are
pumped about our % cattle this year, and this one is in the top of the
pack!

Karlee Griswold’s Champion Female – Dam of Lot 12

50% Simmental & Low Chi
Bred by McLaughlin and Paulsen

Reg # 3794763
April 22

SIRE | Relentless
DAM | 275 (Irish Whiskey x Kelli)

You know that mythical girlfriend you always pictured having? Funny
as Sara Silverman, cooks like Paula Dean, and looks like Jennifer
Aniston? No? Disappointed? Well, odds are when she met you she was
gonna be too lol – just kidding! Kinda. But anyway, my point is that
this heifer is that dream girl! The perfect combination of everything
you were looking for. You want a show heifer with killer good looks
and quality? √ Check. You want something maternal, but still versatile
enough to raise females and show steers? √ Check. How about something backed by a cow that’s a Denver champion and has already raised
countless high sellers in her donor career? √ Check again. This one has
been wildly popular since day 1. I don’t see that changing any time
soon!

275 – Dam of Lot 13

75% Simmental
Bred by Ohlrich

Reg # pending
April 19

SIRE | Relentless
DAM | Broker

Absolute freak alert!!! Higher percentage Simmental cattle that are
built like this are super rare. Just imagine the purebreds a person can
raise from a 3/4 like this!! This Relentless sired female comes to us from
Wayne and Barb Ohlrichs of Nebraska, who are no strangers to raising
some of the nation’s most elite cattle year after year. She is cobra necked
with the high neck attachment and transcends into a stout, burly rib
cage with killer feet and legs. Her hair, added look, and extra sharp
lines are sure to capture any judge’s eye. And like we said, just imagine
the pures you can create out of a female like this! Come to Dixon on
Black Friday – you won’t be disappointed!

50% Simmental
Bred by Owen Brothers

Reg # 3795493
March 26

SIRE | OBCC Deplorable
DAM | (Style x Sandy)

It was only a few years ago that this Deplorable female’s dam was a sale
attraction on Divas & Donors selling to Colburn Angus of California
for $51,000, but she has definitely made her mark since. She most
recently produced a $32,000 daughter by Primo selling on Gerdes
Buckles & Banners sale. Her dam’s pedigree (Style x Sandy) is still as
hot of an Angus pedigree as there is in the country. C10H is exactly
the kind that are tearing up the tanbark these days. Wedge built and
impeccable balance with extra eye appeal and look. We truly see this
one making an incredible big in her show career, as well as a potent
front pasture donor. Like we preach – predictable cow families lead to
predictable champions, and it doesn’t get much more predictable here!

Silveiras S Sis Sandy 2352 – Dam of Lot 15

50% Simmental & High Chi
Bred by Simpson

Reg # 3795455
December 20

SIRE | Pays to Believe
DAM | JSUL Jalynn Rose 8249U

Burly, sexy, athletic, and hairy! No, this is not Carmen’s description of
me to people I haven’t met lol – but rather the main bullet points of a
badass, dual registered female we have here in Lot 16. And all of those
things she is to an extreme! A Pays to Believe out of the historic Jalynn
donor that has made them year after year and continues to do so. I
promise you won’t miss this one in the pens in Dixon, and if you do
– find a new hobby. She is so stout, yet constantly giving you the look
at me profile that today’s show ring demands. Being dual registered
low Simmy and high Chi just adds to the number of reasons this Diva
needs a star next to her name in your catalog. This one has the tricked
out pieces to be a big time producer as well – maternal or terminal. Big
time here folks!

Jalynn Rose – Dam of Lot 16

75% Simmental
Bred by Bonnell

Reg # 3795356
February 2

SIRE | Copacetic
DAM | OBCC Legend S12X

When we first saw this one out on grass at Kip’s, it truly was a “gotta
have” scenario. She has never had a bad day. Always drawing you in
with her eye appeal. Always impressive with her ability to just glide
with ease. And this gal has some punch! We can argue all day as to
whether she’s a diva or a donor, but I guarantee she’s both! This female
is just flat out too good not to see the backdrop, & she very well could
be the next donor we’re writing about in this catalog that is making
the great ones year after year! Which is why we are only offering half
interest in this awesome individual. Possession during her show career
is negotiable with possession afterwards to be retained at Bonnell’s.
Please call to discuss the terms more in depth, but we strongly believe
in the future of this one.

OBCC Legend S12X – Dam of Lot 17

50% Simmental
Bred by McLaughlin and Paulsen

Reg # 3796055
March 18

SIRE | Broker
DAM | KAR Barb (Bismarck)

If you’ve ever been around the Steenhoek program in Iowa you would
know their cows flat work! And at the heart of their foundation herd
is the KAR Barb donor sired by Bismarck. This Broker female is a full
sister to the popular baldy female selected by Sara Sullivan a few short
years back. This flat, attractive, deep sided and maternally designed
female is so awesome at the ground and is always turning heads on the
prowl. She’s the kind that can get it done in the ring, and could also be
the beginning of something special in a program. We preach and push
proven genetics. Here’s exactly that!

50% Simmental
Bred by Campbell Land and Cattle

Reg # 3736400
January 16

SIRE | Classen
DAM | JS Black Satin 9B (Boots)

Go ahead, name me a hotter cow family in the Simmental breed right
now... I’ll wait... Boots is on fire!! Who would have thought after such
an epic show career she could have topped it in production, but she
definitely has! This Classen sired Boots daughter is everything we
loved about her donor dam. Deep sided and cowy, yet not sacrificing
look and eye appeal. Great foot size and shape with a square hip and
great front one third. Everyone is trying to get their hands on “Boots”
genetics these days. Don’t miss your chance here to get in on the
action!
“Boots” – Dam of Lot 19
National Champion / Triple Crown Winner

Juniors can earn moneys redeemable at any future Divas & Donors Partnership Sale in the form of sale credit.
Credit can only be used by the exhibitor who exhibited the animal that won said credit.
Incentive amounts outlined below:
Junior National Heifer Show:
Grand $5000 – Reserve $4000 – 3rd Overall $3000
4th Overall $2000 – 5th Overall $1000
Kansas City, Louisville, Denver, Fort Worth:
Grand $2500 – Reserve $1500
Any State Fair Junior Simmental Show:
Grand $1500 – Reserve $1000
Supreme Overall at any State Fair – $2500

Note Regarding Show Expenses:
Paulsen Cattle does not make money showing cattle that are
purchased from us. However, we would like to cover our expenses.
If Paulsen Cattle cares for and shows your animal(s), it will cost
$20 per day. In addition, Paulsen Cattle will charge a flat per head,
per show amount of $1500 for the following shows:
Kansas City, Louisville, Denver

purebred angus
Bred by Bush

Reg # 19864003
February 4

SIRE | Conley Express
DAM | Bush’s Unbelievable x Hot Rod

Hot to Trot! Oh yes, she is! We are diving head first into our Angus
division for this year’s sale, and we’ve got a smoker to start it out! This
thing is new age Angus. The big pipes. The Coke bottle neck. The
big square hip and shape. Hairy and always posing. She’s got bells
and whistles for days ladies and gentlemen. Just as appealing is her
pedigree. Talk about the perfect blend of dominant generational show
heifer pedigrees. On top of all that, she comes to us from the historic
Bush program known for raising Angus cattle with a little more power
and wow. She’s Hot to Trot folks – don’t let this one get away!

purebred angus
Bred by Pleasant Valley

Reg # 19829472
April 22

SIRE | EXAR Lutton
DAM | Classen x Elsa 8014

Just gonna be honest. This one fits into the Angus breed like a liberal
at a Trump rally. I mean just doesn’t belong. And to me, that’s a good
thing!! This one flat gets me excited. Sasquatch feet and shag. All the
mass and ass of a crossbred. And pardon my language, but she’s got the
“Holy Shit“ factor. No better way to describe it. I love flat good ones.
I don’t care about breed or color, just good. I also like pushing limits
(ask anyone who knows me) – and this one will definitely do that! Did
I mention she’s a Lutton?? Tell me what sire group of cows has made
more high rent show heifers in the Angus breed than him? I don’t care
what you want to raise – Angus, Percentages, Maine-Angus, Chi, or
even steers – this one is flat good and will get it done. As far as the show
ring goes, bring ‘em on!

purebred angus
Bred by Campbell Land and Cattle

Reg # 19784074
February 17

SIRE | Silveiras Style
DAM | (Lutton x Forever Lady 361)

Last year, we purchased an incredible Angus female from Bob May.
She, like the previous lot, was a Lutton out of Barry Hageman’s Forever
Lady donor, and she won multiple Supreme Champion titles all over
the east coast. I have known Bob since I worked for him in college,
and the only thing I took more seriously than when he calls me on a
heifer were those pickup basketball games in his show barn driveway.
If you weren’t on Bob’s team, you were screwed! Well on this particular
new young donor, I’m stoked that I’m on Bob’s team! This is her first,
natural calf – and wow, has she outdone herself! This Style daughter
is so elegant and striking, you just have to stare. Great feet and legs
with perfect symmetry from the side. This one could be big time in the
Angus ring. Pick your team wisely!

Dam of Lot 22

purebred red angus
Bred by Frank

Reg # pending
April 14

SIRE | Draftpick
DAM | Lumberjack

RED ANGUS! Tell me these things aren’t stupid hot right now!! Even
before the Red being crowned Supreme Female in Kansas City, Red
Angus sales across the country have been crazy. And for good reason.
As a breed, in the matter of two years, they have created some of the
nation’s best maternal cattle that go on to make tremendous cows. This
Draftpick sired female is a perfect example. Start at the ground. Perfect
feet and flexibility with clean joints and great angles. She moves up
into a big voluminous rib cage with loads of capacity and dimension.
Pin width and shape are tremendous in this particular female, and she
transcends forward into a flat shoulder and great neck. She’s ready to
be part of the Red Wave folks – are you!?

High % Maine
Bred by Blind Badger Ranch

Reg # 514929
February 20

SIRE | Memphis Mafia
DAM | 1299 (Garwood)

Ok, don’t act like you never watched those gangster movies with all the
untouchable Mafia guys and didn’t think it’d be pretty badass for a day
where nobody even dreams of messing with you. This Memphis Mafia
High Maine heifer is exactly like that! No one will be messing with her.
Until we recently started digging into the High Maine world with our
buddy Fox at the Blind Badger Ranch, we never really gave them the
respect they deserved. This one is flat out special. Her pieces and parts
look like you ripped them off different animals to complete the perfect
specimen. Her overall body and capacity with her added power and
chiseled neck and head are extraordinary. You just don’t find stock like
this. She can motor with the best of them, and if this one doesn’t make
a big one, then I give up! Think about it. Join the Mafia – and no one
will mess with you!

Memphis Mafia – Sire of Lot 24

High % Maine
Bred by Blind Badger Ranch

Reg # 514751
May 6

SIRE | Maternal Made
DAM | Eva

No, this is not a MaineTainer folks. This is 100% a High Maine. She
is a full sister to the Farmer family’s multiple time champion Maine.
Stumps for legs and big, big hairs accentuate an extremely attractive
female from every angle. She’s soft built and moderate, and like I said
gives you that MaineTainer look in a High Maine package. Sired by the
immortal Maternal Made and out of the breed matron BPF Eva, there’s
no surprise that this mating turned out so potent. We don’t pretend
to be mainstay Maine-Anjou breeders, but we will put these ladies up
against the best. Lots of breeds represented in Dixon. Do not miss out!
Full Sister to Lot 25

High % Maine
Bred by Beauprez

Reg # 514942
April 15

SIRE | Class on Class
DAM | Bugatti

Rare genetics here from one of the premier Maine-Anjou herds in the
country. Our pick of the Beauprez calf crop is a stunning breeding
piece. Long necked, long bodied, and definitely built for the long term.
We feel this heifer has as much promise for the national shows as any
in the offering, and is an obvious candidate for your donor battery after
she calves. With Class on Class semen catching premium prices when
available, we feel this female comes with extra value. When the cherry
red Maine hits the sale ring, pay attention!

Bred by Kolega and Rippeon

MaineTainer
March 6

SIRE | Maternal Made
DAM | Lutton

A few short years ago, we took a Maternal Made x Angus off “someone’s” hands that they didn’t think was good enough. A couple minor
diet and environmental changes, and with the help of Charlie and the
VanVliet family, she became the winningest MaineTainer heifer in the
country – and the eventual Iowa State Fair Supreme Female! What
an amazing memory. We truly feel this MaineTainer heifer is every
bit as special as that particular champion. Another Maternal Made
daughter and this time out of a beast of a Lutton donor. She already
has the look of a big soggy stout bred. Great extension and profile
with prolific design and balance. She’s got the big feet & soft wheels
with that fantastic jet black hair. We truly feel this one can go do some
damage – just like the last one. Only difference is, we never thought
this female was B team. She’s ready to be a champion!

VanVliet’s 2018 IA State Fair Supreme Female
Paternal Sister to Lot 27

Maine-Angus
Bred by Jones

Reg # 514758
February 27

SIRE | Classen
DAM | (Sooner x Whiskey)

With females like this, it’s easy to see why the Maine-Angus division is
gaining steam and becoming so popular. It all starts at the ground up
on this female, and she has a big foot, squishy pastern, smooth joints,
and can get out and travel. All of that coupled with a good hip, great
rip shape, and she is so long and extended about her front end. Sired
by the great Classen and backed by a cow family that continuously gets
it done. Her dam, her grand dam, and her great grand dam were all
named Champion Maine-Anjou females in their careers. A true 50/50
Maine-Angus that is a national contender. Own her – or try to beat
her!!!

MaineTainer & High Chi
Bred by Blind Badger Ranch

Reg # 514750
March 8

SIRE | Who Da Man
DAM | Joudy (X2 x Whiskey)

If you come to Dixon and can’t find this one, odds are you were a ballot
counter in the last election – or is that ballot maker? None the less, this
is one incredible creature. Her presence and natural ability to scream
“look at me” is second to none. When she prances around the pen
you’ll be in awe of her crisp lines, square pins, killer shape, and great
joints & feet. Being sired by the immortal show heifer maker extraordinaire, Who Da Man, and out of the Supreme Female in Louisville
shown by the Hett family, Joudy – is there any doubt how bright this
one’s future is? Not to mention, where can you find a female to make
High Maine genetics with Who Da Man one shot away in the pedigree? Many have admired this one all fall, including us. May the best
(or the luckiest) one win!

Joudy – Dam of Lot 29

* Offering half interest with negotiable showing possession on this female. Option to double hammer price to own all. Contact Jeff for more details.

Bred by Dietrich

High Chi & MaineTainer
April 22

SIRE | Who Da Man
DAM | Harley (I-80 x Rosebud)

When this Who Da Man sired female’s dam was a show heifer, I had
the honor of evaluating her at one of the first shows she ever won.
And in her career, Harley won a lot of them – culminating as Grand
Champion MaineTainer Female at the prestigious NAILE. This young
lady screams one word to us. Complete. The no holes kind that checks
boxes in all the categories. √ Structure, product, design, eye appeal,
and all the extras. When this one reaches yearling status, we think she
can play with any of them. She’s a bid with confidence kind of female.
Better be ready in Dixon.
Harley – Dam of Lot 30

Bred by Kinna

High Chi
April 3

SIRE | Onset
DAM | Classen

Dead sexy... tell me you didn’t just read that in the Austin Powers’
character “Fat Bastards” voice?! No? Sorry. Movie buff. But ladies and
gentlemen, she really is! This big haired and phenomenal wheeled High
Chi female is so well constructed that it’s tough to pick on her anywhere. Her center body cavity is huge and shapely and robust. She’s
punchy and square and flat and so good looking in her front 1/3. She’s
out of a PB Angus donor sired by EXAR Classen that is absolutely
gorgeous. You can see by her picture how this Onset female gets her
good looks. Her pedigree is very unique as well – because mated to a
true 1CA sire she can produce Chiangus. Imagine Chiangus that look
like this!! In the voice of Austin Powers, “Yaaa Baby!!”

Classen Donor – Dam of Lot 31

Lim-Flex (32%)
Bred by Kinna

Reg # pending
March 24

SIRE | Blacklist
DAM | Auto Bette

I will be the first to admit that I have a soft spot in my heart for
these Limmy cattle. After the last couple years showing two very
special Limmy females with Kinnick, it’s tough not to be partial to
them. This breed has had as many Top 5 finishers in the last three years
as any other, and this Lim-flex female is definitely on path for that.
If I didn’t tell you she was a Lim-flex, you’d never guess it. She’s great
necked and extended through her front end. Great spined and square
built from behind with awesome feet and amazing hair. She’s a big
bodied, high capacity individual that ties all these things together
into one killer package making her an {Elite} Lim-flex female. She’s
top shelf for sure guys – get your ladder!

To learn more, contact:
CARMEN PAULSEN | 563.210.8540 | Carmen.Paulsen@ralcoagriculture.com

nov. 27, 2020

live auction begins friday at 5:00 pm CST
Terms and Conditions:
Cattle sell per the terms and conditions of their breed associations.
Announcements from the Auction Block on sale day regarding the
cattle selling in this sale will take precedence over the information
printed in this catalog.
No cattle will be loaded until paid for. Terms are cash, check with
proper ID, or Master Card/Visa will be accepted with a 3% fee. For
example a $1,000 purchase with your credit card will reflect a charge
of $1,030.
If you cannot attend the sale, please contact one of the owners, sale managers, or consultants for information regarding our
sight unseen buyer guarantee. We will arrange for a member of
the sale staff to discuss the cattle with you. Bidding can be done via
phone or by confidential bid prior to the sale. Please call between
November 24 and November 27 to obtain a bidder number.
flush rights:
Paulsen Cattle reserves the right to two (2) successful flushes at the
buyer’s convenience and seller’s expense on all females selling.
Registrations:
Please leave all transfer information with the sale clerks at the completion of the sale.
Liability:
Anyone attending the sale attends at their own risk. Dwyer Cattle
Services, Paulsen Cattle, Humphrey Show Cattle, the sale hosts and
consignors, and the sale personnel will not be held responsible for
any personal injury, loss, or theft.
Herd Health:
Health papers for interstate travel will be available. Bred females
have been pregnancy checked safe by a licensed veterinarian. The
buyer has within 21 days following the sale to re-pregnancy test
their purchases. If any animals are found open within those 21 days
you must notify sale management at once for an adjustment to be
made. Updated breeding information will be available on a supplement sheet sale day; this sheet will take precedence over statements
in the catalog.
Insurance:
Insurance will be available through Anna Krieger, (269) 470-7553.
Talk to Nick Dwyer after the sale to insure your purchases.
Trucking:
We will assist you in finding the most reasonable trucking options
possible.
ABSENTEE BIDDING:
Phone – If you cannot attend the sale, please contact sale management or Paulsen Cattle 24 hours prior to the sale in order to receive
a bidder number. At that time, we will make sure that we have
someone on the phone with you when your lot enters the sale ring.
Online – The sale will be broadcast via www.Liveauctions.tv.
If you are having internet trouble during the sale, contact Paulsen
Cattle, Dwyer Cattle, or any sale consultant to place your bid.

